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Critical But Stable
Angela Makholwa

Critical But Stable is a story about the couples who seem to have made it. Married 
for at least ten years each, they live in the best suburbs, have the kind of networks 
that matter and are the picture of black love and living your best life. 

• ISBN:  9781770107847
• Format: Trade Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: TBC
• Price: R290,00

November 2020 release



HARDBACK 
FICTION



A note from Jeffrey Archer



The Short, the Long and The Tall
Jeffrey Archer 

International number one bestselling author Jeffrey Archer is a master of the short 
story form, creating classic tales beloved by his fans and hitting the top of the 
bestseller lists with his previous collections. In The Short, The Long and The Tall the 
master storyteller joins forces with renowned illustrator Paul Cox, to re-imagine 
twenty of Jeffrey Archer's most popular and feted short stories alongside 
beautifully rendered watercolour illustrations.

Find out what happens to the hapless young detective from Naples who travels to 
an Italian hillside town to solve a murder and ends up falling in love; and the 
pretentious schoolboy whose discovery of the origins of his father’s wealth changes 
his life forever. Revel in the stories of the woman who dares to challenge the men 
at her Ivy League university during the 1930s, and another young woman who 
thumbs a lift and has an encounter she will never forget.

Discover the haunting story about four men whose characters are tested to the 
point of death. Finally, a short parable about how pointless war is, and how decent 
people are caught up in the crossfire of their leaders’ ambitions. This will be a must-
buy for dedicated fans of both the author and illustrator’s work.

• ISBN: 9780230748279
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 288
• Price: R750,00



All That Glitters
Danielle Steel

Coco Martin, the adored only child of wealthy parents, has lived a charmed existence in 
their beautiful Manhattan home, and summers in a fabulous Hamptons house. Despite her 
privileged upbringing, Coco's parents instilled in their daughter their own values of hard 
work, honesty and kindness. But as she's just entering her twenties, Coco's world is 
devastated by the sudden death of her beloved parents. Now the heir to a considerable 
fortune, Coco must find her way in a world that no longer makes sense to her. The estate is 
protected by a trustee, a close friend of her mother and father. But is he the honourable 
man she believes him to be?

Beginning a new life in London, she falls in love with a charismatic, handsome, penniless 
aristocrat, who introduces her to a world of fabulous parties and extravagance. Coco's 
oldest friend Sam fears that this whirlwind romance won’t last, but Coco is sure that she has 
finally found happiness. In the middle of London's glamorous social scene, Coco struggles to 
see things as they really are…

• ISBN: 9781509878284
• Format: Trade Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 288 
• Price: R330,00



The Silence
Don DeLillo

It is Super Bowl Sunday in the year 2022. Five people are due to have dinner in an 
apartment on the east side of Manhattan. The hosts are a retired physics professor and her 
husband; they are joined by one of her former students and await the arrival of another 
couple, delayed by what becomes a dramatic flight from Paris.

In the apartment, talk ranges widely. The opening kickoff is one commercial away. Then 
something happens and the digital connections that have transformed our lives are 
severed.

What follows is a dazzling and profoundly moving conversation about what makes us 
human. Never has the art of fiction been such an immediate guide to our navigation of a 
bewildering world. Never have DeLillo’s prescience, imagination and language been more 
illuminating and essential.

• ISBN: 9781529057096
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 128
• Price: R330,00



Together by Christmas
Karen Swan

When Lee first came to Amsterdam, it was with a newborn baby and a secret. Five 
years later, her life is approaching normal: her career as a celebrity photographer 
is flourishing, her son Jasper is growing up, and they are enjoying the run-up to 
Christmas with their tight circle of close friends.

But all this changes one morning when Lee finds a book in the basket of her bicycle 
– and scrawled inside it, a desperate message. Who left it for her, and why? Lee 
feels compelled to help and tracks down the book’s author, Sam. With an instant, 
undeniable connection it seems they might have a shot at a real future together.

Until her past comes calling. As the snow falls and ice thickens on the city’s canals, 
the secret Lee has never told resurfaces. Suddenly everything she holds dear 
hangs in the balance. Christmas is a time for being together – but what if the truth 
means she ends up alone?

• ISBN: 9781529006094
• Format: Trade Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 448
• Price: R330,00



The Saints of Salvation
Peter F. Hamilton

Humanity welcomed the Olyix and their utopian technology. But mankind was 
tricked. Now these visitors are extracting a terrible price.

For two years, the Olyix have laid siege to Earth, harvesting its people for their god. 
One by one, cities are falling to their devastating weaponry. And while millions have 
fled to seek refuge in space, others continue to fight an apparently unwinnable war.

As Earth's defeat draws near, a team attempts to infiltrate the Salvation of Life – the 
Olyix’s arkship. If it succeeds, those chosen will travel to a hidden enclave thousands 
of light years away. Once there, they must signal its location to future generations, to 
bring the battle to the enemy. Maybe allies scattered throughout space and time can 
join forces. Yet in the far future, humanity are still hunted by their ancient adversary. 
And as forces battle on in the cold reaches of space, hope seems distant indeed…

The Saints of Salvation is the third and final book in the Salvation Sequence by Peter 
F. Hamilton.

• ISBN: 9781509844647
• Format: Trade Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 528
• Price: R330,00



PAPERBACK 
FICTION



The Human
Neal Asher

A Jain warship has risen from a prison five million years old, wielding a hoard of
lethal technology. Its goal is to catch their old enemy, the Client, and it will destroy all 
who stand in its path.

Humanity and the prador thought their mutual nemesis – the bane of so many races 
– was long extinct. But the Jain are back and Orlandine must prepare humanity’s 
defense. She needs the Client’s knowledge to counter this ancient threat. But is the 
enemy of your enemy a friend? Earth Central even looks to the prador for alliance. 
These old enemies must now learn to trust one another, or face utter annihilation.

As the Jain warship crosses the galaxy, it seems unstoppable. Human and prador
forces alike struggle to withstand its devastating weaponry – far in advance of their 
own. And Orlandine’s life’s work has been to neutralize Jain technology, so if she 
can’t triumph, no one can. But could she become what she’s vowed to destroy?

The Human is the final thrilling book in Neal Asher’s Rise of the Jain trilogy.

• ISBN: 9781509862467
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 544
• Price: R220,00



PICADOR 
FICTION



Shuggie Bain 
Douglas Stuart

Longlisted for the Booker Prize 2020

It is 1981. Glasgow is dying and good families must grift to survive. Agnes Bain has 
always expected more from life. She dreams of greater things: a house with its own 
front door and a life bought and paid for outright (like her perfect, but false, teeth). 
But Agnes is abandoned by her philandering husband, and soon she and her three 
children find themselves trapped in a decimated mining town. As she descends 
deeper into drink, the children try their best to save her, yet one by one they must 
abandon her to save themselves. It is her son Shuggie who holds out hope the 
longest.

Shuggie is different. Fastidious and fussy, he shares his mother’s sense of snobbish 
propriety. The miners' children pick on him and adults condemn him as no’ right. But 
Shuggie believes that if he tries his hardest, he can be normal like the other boys and 
help his mother escape this hopeless place. Douglas Stuart's Shuggie Bain lays bare 
the ruthlessness of poverty, the limits of love, and the hollowness of pride. A 
counterpart to the privileged Thatcherera London of Alan Hollinghurst’s The Line of 
Beauty, it also recalls the work of Édouard Louis, Frank McCourt, and Hanya
Yanagihara, a blistering debut by a brilliant writer with a powerful and important 
story to tell.

• ISBN: 9781529064414
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 448
• Price: R220,00

DRAFT



HARDBACK 
FICTION



The Happiest Man on Earth
An Auschwitz survivor shares how he found gratitude, kindness and 
hope in the darkest places

Eddie Jaku

Eddie Jaku always considered himself a German first, a Jew second. He was proud of 
his country. But all of that changed on 9 November 1938, when he was beaten, 
arrested and taken to a concentration camp.

Over the next seven years, Eddie faced unimaginable horrors every day, first in 
Buchenwald, then in Auschwitz, then on the Nazi death march. He lost family, 
friends, his country.

Because he survived, Eddie made the vow to smile every day. He pays tribute to 
those who were lost by telling his story, sharing his wisdom and living his best 
possible life. He now believes he is the 'happiest man on earth'.

Published as Eddie turns 100, this is a powerful, heartbreaking and ultimately hopeful 
memoir of how happiness can be found even in the darkest of times

• ISBN: 9781529066470
• Format: Trade Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 208
• Price: R290,00

November release



Look Again 
The Autobiography

David Bailey
David Bailey burst onto the scene in 1960 with his revolutionary photographs for Vogue. 
Discarding the rigid rules of a previous generation of portrait and fashion photographers, 
he channeled the energy of London's newly informal street culture into his work. Funny, 
brutally honest and ferociously talented, he became as famous as his subjects.

Now in his eighties, he looks back on an outrageously eventful life. Born into an East End 
family, his dyslexia saw him written off as stupid at school. He hit a low point working as a 
debt collector until he discovered a passion for photography that would change 
everything. The working-class boy became an influential artist. Along the way he became 
friends with Mick Jagger, hung out with the Krays, got into bed with Andy Warhol and 
made the Queen laugh. His love-life was never dull. He propelled girlfriend Jean Shrimpton 
to stardom, while her angry father threatened to shoot him. He married Catherine 
Deneuve a month after meeting her. Penelope Tree’s mother was unimpressed when he 
turned up on her doorstep. ‘It could be worse, I could be a Rolling Stone,’ Bailey told her. 
He went on to marry Marie Helvin and then Catherine Dyer, with whom he has three 
children.

He is also a film and documentary director, has shot numerous commercials and has never 
stopped working. Eye-opening and candid, Look Again is a fantastically entertaining 
memoir by a true icon.

• ISBN: 9781509896844
• Format: Trade Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 384
• Price: R340,00



Confucius from the Heart
Yu Dan

Simply written, and with a view to taking the wisdom of Confucius out of the
hands of the academics and the philosophers and making it accessible to the
general reader, Confucius From the Heart gives us a contemporary Confucius,
one who can teach us how to attain spiritual happiness, adjust our daily
routines and find our place in modern life. 

Yu Dan argues that his sayings, or Analects - far from being merely interesting quotes 
from ancient lore, of little use in our hectic, stress-filled world. Instead, they are simple 
truths that can speak to each and every one of us and help us lead better, happier, 
calmer lives.

• ISBN: 9781529045840
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 195
• Price: R220,00



The Prophet
Kahlil Gibran

A 20th century classic, The Prophet is thought-provoking, comforting and wise,
and its simple truths remain compelling and rewarding to this day.

Utterly unique and beloved around the world, The Prophet is a collection of twenty-six 
poetic essays by the Lebanese artist, philosopher and writer Kahlil Gibran. Telling the 
story of the prophet Al-Mustafa and his conversations with various acquaintances as 
he returns home after a long absence, the book touches on subjects of universal 
concern, including love, friendship, passion, pain, religion and freedom.

• ISBN: 9781529045857
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 128
• Price: R220,00



PAPERBACK 
NON-FICTION



White
Bret Easton Ellis

Bret Easton Ellis is most famous for his era-defining novel American Psycho
and its terrifying anti-hero, Patrick Bateman. With that book, and many times
since, Ellis proved himself to be one of the world’s most fearless and 
clearsighted observers of society – the glittering surface and the darkness 
beneath.

In White, his first work of non-fiction, Ellis offers a wide-ranging exploration of
what the hell is going on right now. He tells personal stories from his own life.
He writes with razor-sharp precision about the music, movies, books and TV he
loves and hates. He examines the ways our culture, politics and relationships
have changed over the last four decades. He talks about social media,
Hollywood celebrities and Donald Trump.

Ellis considers conflicting positions without flinching and adheres to no status
quo. His forthright views are powered by a fervent belief in artistic freedom 
and freedom of speech. Candid, funny, entertaining and blisteringly honest, he
offers opinions that are impossible to ignore and certain to provoke. What he 
values above all is the truth. ‘The culture at large seemed to encourage 
discourse,’ he writes, ‘but what it really wanted to do was shut down the 
individual.’ Bret Easton Ellis will not be shut down.

• ISBN: 9781529012408
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 288
• Price: R230,00



MACMILLAN 
COLLECTOR’S 

LIBRARY



Food for Thought
Selected Writings

Various

Whether you’re a keen chef or much prefer to be cooked for, dip into this delicious 
anthology of classic food writing to satisfy any palate.

Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library; a series of stunning pocket size classics. 
These beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book lover. This edition is 
edited and introduced by historian, cook, lecturer and broadcaster Annie Gray.

From ancient times to today’s celebrity chefs, people have always been inspired
to write about food. In this delectable collection, Food for Thought, food historian 
Annie Gray has chosen an array of material to entertain and inspire. The variety is 
impressive – from lavish feasts in classical times to street food of pea soup and eels in 
19th century London, and from how to find food on a desert island to meat free meals 
by Agnes Jekyll. Brimming with satire on Victorian etiquette, intriguing recipes through 
the centuries and culinary advice from cooks and hosts, there is so much here to 
enjoy.

• ISBN: 9781529032611
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 256
• Price: R195,00



The Joy of Walking
Selected Writings

Various
Classic writers remind us to saunter, march, prowl and wander in this gorgeously curated 
collection of writing for the everyday walker.

Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library; a series of stunning pocket size classics. These 
beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book lover. This edition is edited and 
introduced by Suzy Cripps.

Whether walking through awe-inspiring countryside or weaving your way through crowds 
in the hustle and bustle of great cities, we take thousands of steps a day. Finding meaning 
in movement can be difficult in today’s frenetic world. This may seem like a modern 
problem, but putting one foot in front of the other is something that authors have been 
writing about for centuries.

Some like Gaskell, Wordsworth and Whitman extoll the virtues of walking in the 
countryside, be it on one’s own connecting with nature or as the means to really good 
conversation with friends. Others like Dickens and E. M. Forster explore the thrill and 
dangers of moving about the city, by day or by night.

In The Joy of Walking you’ll find a wealth of essays, poetry and fiction
celebrating and exploring the joy of walking.

• ISBN: 9781529032642
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 240
• Price: R195,00



Why Friendship Matters
Selected Writings 

Various

Some friendships need celebrating, some are hard to navigate, and some need a bit of 
tender love and care. Delve into this anthology for a tour of all aspects of friendship by 
your favourite classic authors.

Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library; a series of stunning pocket size classics. 
These beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book lover. This edition is 
edited and introduced by writer, academic and historian, Michèle Mendelssohn.

Why Friendship Matters is an inspiring collection that spans three centuries of writing 
and includes many favourite authors such as Michel de Montaigne, Ralph Waldo 
Emerson and Jane Austen. Readers will also discover lesser-known delights such as 
American writer Audre Lorde on her high school friendships and playwright Alice E. 
Ives writing about friendship between women.

Contributors from across the globe celebrate and investigate all aspects of friendship; 
the strength of its bonds, how it can hurt and how it runs deep.

• ISBN: 9781529032659
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 224
• Price: R195,00



The Art of Solitude
Selected Writings

Various

In a world where we’re more connected than ever, why is it that we’re also more lonely? 
Dip into this anthology of classic writing to reclaim the pleasure of your own company.

This edition is edited and introduced by writer and academic, Zachary Seager. The Art of 
Solitude shows some of the myriad ways in which people throughout history have 
understood their experiences of solitary life, or have counselled others to benefit from 
solitude. It contains poetry, essays, autobiographical pieces and short stories from writers 
such as Virginia Woolf, Edgar Allen Poe, Emily Dickinson and Ralph Waldo Emerson.

These diverse works can teach us how to think in freedom, how to enjoy a profound inner 
life and how best to cope with the fact that, as the novelist Joseph Conrad put it, we live, 
as we dream – alone. Above all, they show how we might truly connect with ourselves 
and, in the process, how we can meaningfully connect with those around us, including the 
earth itself. Looked at in this way, solitude is always focused both outward and inward, 
towards the self and towards the world. The cure for loneliness is, in the end, the art of
solitude.

• ISBN: 9781529032628
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 224
• Price: R195,00



REISSUES



Total Control
David Baldacci

Total Control is a breathtaking thrill-ride on a roller-coaster of non-stop action and 
suspense from David Baldacci, one of the world's favourite storytellers.

Rising star.
Jason Archer is a young executive at a world-leading technology conglomerate.
Determined to give his wife and daughter the best of everything, he has entered into a 
deadly game of cat and mouse.

Left behind.
The grieving Sidney soon learns the job interview Jason was flying to never existed. In 
the wake of his disappearance, she must sort out Jason’s truths lies from his lies.

Race for the truth.
A suspicious air-crash investigation team, a tenacious veteran FBI agent and the 
dangling threads of a sinister plot lead all involved to beg the question: what really 
happened to Jason Archer?

Sidney’s investigation plunges her into a conspiracy of violence as she’s faced
with a trail of dead bodies and shocking, exposed secrets.

• ISBN: 9781529019216
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 640
• Price: R220,00



Saving Faith
David Baldacci

Escape on a journey of suspense-filled, non-stop action in Saving Faith by David 
Baldacci, one of the world's favourite storytellers. She knows too much.

In a secluded house not far from Washington, D.C., the FBI is interviewing one of 
the most important witnesses it has ever had: a young woman named Faith 
Lockhart.

A dangerous enemy.
Faith is feared by some of the most powerful men in the world for what she
knows, and what she will tell. They will go to any lengths to silence her.

Gunned down.
When a private investigator walks into the middle of the assassination attempt,
the shooting suddenly goes wrong and an FBI agent is killed.

In the wake of the carnage, Faith Lockhart must flee for her life – with her story,
her deadly secret and an unknown man she’s forced to trust…

• ISBN: 9781529019223
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 480
• Price: R220,00



The Sixth Man
David Baldacci
The fifth book in the heart-stopping King and Maxwell series, The Sixth Man by David 
Baldacci will keep pulses racing as Sean King and Michelle Maxwell face their next great 
challenge.

A dangerous asset, the analyst.
The government’s uniquely talented, top-tier intelligence analyst, Edgar Roy, is arrested 
for mass murder and locked away in a psychiatric unit. Is he innocent, guilty, insane?

An old friend.
Roy’s lawyer – and King’s former mentor – calls on the pair of former Secret Service 
agents to look into the case. On the way to the meeting, King and Maxwell discover his 
dead body.

Web of deceit.
As King and Maxwell dig into Roy’s past, the more they are bombarded with obstacles, 
half-truths and dead ends that make filtering the facts from fiction nearly impossible. A 
rush of terrifying events unfold that will push King and Maxwell to the limit. Could this 
increasingly deadly case be the one that leaves the duo permanently parted?

The Sixth Man is followed by the sixth and final book in the King and Maxwell
series, King and Maxwell.

• ISBN: 9781529019193
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 640
• Price: R220,00




